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Home Affairs 

House of Commons Oral Answers 

Prime Minister’s Questions 
Jeremy Corbyn: This week, sadly, there has been more evidence that racist incidents 
are increasing. Evidence collated by monitoring groups shows that in the past three or 
four days alone there have been attacks and abuse from Stoke to Stockton, and from 
Dorset to the Clyde. What monitoring systems have the Prime Minister and the Home 
Secretary put in place, what reports have they received from the police, and what extra 
resources will go to communities that have been targeted in those vile racist attacks? 

The Prime Minister: I agree that those attacks are appalling. They need to stop, 
and it is right that all Members of the House, and on both sides of the referendum 
debate, utterly condemn them. That is not what we do in Britain, and at last night’s 
meeting I reassured the Prime Ministers of countries such as Romania, Poland 
and the Czech Republic, who were concerned about the issue. We do monitor 
these attacks. The Home Secretary receives regular reports, and we will soon 
publish a new action plan on tackling hate crime to step up our response. We 
want new steps to boost the reporting of hate crime and to support victims, new 
CPS guidance to prosecutors on racially aggravated crime, a new fund for 
protective security measures in potentially vulnerable institutions, and additional 
funding for community organisations so that they can tackle hate crime. Whatever 
we can do we will do to drive those appalling hate crimes out of our country. 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-
29/debates/16062964000017/Engagements#contribution-16062964000116  
 

Prime Minister’s Questions 
Michelle Donelan: Yesterday, a former member of my staff was verbally abused and 
attacked while out shopping in London because of the colour of his skin—he is of 
Pakistani origin. He was chased down the road by a lady shouting about how we had 
voted out, and that people like him shoot others and blow people up. Will the Prime 
Minister reiterate the commitment he has given this morning to do everything in his 
power to eradicate that evil hatred, and reiterate that leaving the EU should not be used 
to breed racism but, in fact, the opposite—it should provide us with an opportunity to be 
much more international rather than just European? 

The Prime Minister: We have many imperfections in this country, but we do have 
a claim to be  one of the  most  successful  multi-race,  multi-faith and  multi-ethnic  
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062964000017/Engagements#contribution-16062964000116
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062964000017/Engagements#contribution-16062964000116
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democracies anywhere on earth, and we should do everything we can to 
safeguard that. That means having the clearest possible statements from all our 
political leaders, which we have heard today and should go on hearing. More to 
the point, we want action by the police and the prosecuting authorities. The laws 
are there to prosecute people, they should be used, and we will strengthen the 
guidance in the way that I have suggested. We should absolutely not put up with 
that in our country. 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-
29/debates/16062964000017/Engagements#contribution-16062964000135  
 
 

House of Commons Written Answer 

Radicalism 
Greg Mulholland [41047] To ask the Secretary of State for the Home Department, what 
plans her Department has to conduct telephone surveys of British Muslims on views of 
extremism; how many such surveys her Department plans to conduct; when those 
surveys will commence; and how many people will be surveyed. 

Karen Bradley: The Government is committed to tackling all forms of extremism. 
The Counter Extremism Strategy aims to protect and safeguard communities at 
risk from extremism of all types. 
In that strategy we committed to be evidence based and to work closely with 
academics and universities through commissioning and part-funding research. 
Decisions on how best to do this will be made in due course. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2016-06-20/41047/  
 
 

UK Parliament Ministerial Statement and Q&A 

Hate Crime (House of Commons) 
col 326  The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department 
(Karen Bradley): Hate crime of any kind, directed against any community, race or 
religion, has absolutely no place in our society. … we are utterly committed to tackling 
hate crime, and we will provide extra funding in order to do so. We will also take steps to 
boost reporting of hate crime and to support victims, issue new Crown Prosecution 
Service guidance to prosecutors on racially aggravated crime, provide a new fund for 
protective security measures at potentially vulnerable institutions, and offer additional 
funding to community organisations so that they can tackle hate crime. …  
Over the past week, there has been a 57% increase in reporting to the police online 
reporting portal, True Vision, compared with this time last month, with 85 reports made 
between Thursday 23 June to Sunday 26 June compared with 54 reports in the 
corresponding four days four weeks ago. … 
Statistics from the Tell MAMA report, published today, show that in 2015 there was a 
326% increase on 2014 figures in street-based anti-Muslim incidents reported directly to 
Tell MAMA …  
Worryingly, the report also finds that 45% of online hate crime perpetrators are 
supportive of the far right. … We have also seen far-right groups broadcasting extreme 
racist and anti-Semitic ideology online, along with despicable hate speech posted online 
following the shocking death of our colleague Jo Cox. …  
… we will be publishing a new hate crime action plan covering all forms of hate crime, 
including xenophobic attacks.  … It will include measures to increase the reporting of 
hate incidents and crimes, including working with communities and police to develop 
third-party reporting centres. It will work to prevent hate crimes on transport, and to tackle  
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062964000017/Engagements#contribution-16062964000135
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062964000017/Engagements#contribution-16062964000135
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-06-20/41047/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-06-20/41047/
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attacks against Muslim women … The action plan will also provide stronger support for 
victims …  
We appreciate that places of worship are feeling particularly vulnerable at this time. That 
is why we have established funding for the security of places of worship, as announced 
by the Prime Minister last October. This will enable places of worship to bid for money to 
fund additional security measures such as CCTV cameras or fencing. … 

 

col 238  Andy Burnham: … Since last Thursday, there are reports of a fivefold increase 
in race hate comment on social media channels. The 57% increase in reported hate 
crimes, which the Minister mentioned, comes on top of an already rising tide of hate 
crime in England and Wales. Last year, the police recorded over 50,000 individual hate 
crimes, most of them racially motivated, which was an 18% rise on the previous year. …  
… it is crucial people know how to report hate crime. The True Vision website the 
Minister mentioned is very welcome, but I guess it is not widely known. What action will 
she take to increase awareness of it, and is there a case for national advertising to 
promote it? …  
… confidence to report hate crime will increase only if people believe their reports will be 
taken seriously. There is a feeling that such reports are not always taken seriously. …  

 

col 330  Maria Miller: … those events must be seen as part of the much broader 
increase over the past year in the use of racist language and abusive behaviour, much of 
which has been targeted at Muslim people, particularly Muslim women. I welcome the 
Government’s announcement of renewed action, and the Minister is doing an excellent 
job, working across Government, but does she agree that all of us in the Chamber must, 
as constituency Members of Parliament, take responsibility to call out racism when we 
see it, to challenge it wholeheartedly and to make sure that no racism is accepted in our 
communities? …  

 

col 331  Angela Crawley: … Refugees are people who have come here simply to make 
better of their lives and those of their children. Depictions of “swarms” or “waves” of 
immigrants are dangerous, incorrect, and wrong. The SNP rejects the tone and rhetoric 
of the debate on immigration during the lead up to the referendum. Instead, we believe 
that immigration is essential for the strength of our economy and our cultural fabric. …  

 

Eric Pickles: … We know from dealing with anti-Semitism and those who are against 
Muslims, that we need a proper working definition for and understanding of this issue. 
We have a good one for anti-Semitism that has been adopted by the police, and last 
month it was adopted by 32 countries as part of the International Holocaust 
Remembrance Alliance. We must ensure that someone who goes to a police station will 
be met with sympathy, understanding and—most importantly—that prosecutions take 
place. …  

 

col 333 Paula Sherriff: … people in my constituency received a leaflet from the BNP that 
said that Jo Cox took misguided action by helping Muslims in the country who may now 
go on to join ISIS, alongside some other horrendous allegations. … One seven-year-old 
Muslim girl and her family were told—I have removed the expletives for the purpose of 
reading it in the House—that last Friday was the “best day ever—go home all of you”, 
and I continue to hear about a number of similar incidents. … On Monday I asked the 
Prime Minister about establishing a cross-party commission to consider race hate crimes. 
Has any progress been made on that? … 

 

col 334  Yasmin Qureshi: … the scenes of hatred and anger are the result of the racist, 
xenophobic and anti-immigration Brexit campaign, and of our print media, such as 
the Daily Mail, the Daily Express and The Sun, which over the years have blamed 
migrant communities for all the problems that occur in our country … This level of hatred 
and nastiness towards immigrant communities has led to some of the things that are 
happening. What will the Minister do to address this type of press coverage? … 

 

col 335 Gavin Robinson: … I congratulate the Minister on not using the word 
“tolerance”.  I  have  never  thought  on  this issue  that  to  just  tolerate  people  goes far  
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enough. We do not have a threshold with which we will put up. I thank her for not using 
that phrase and I encourage her not to have it in the hate crime action plan. …  
… this is not just about the far right. There is a far left. This is not just about racism; there 
is anti-Semitism and myriad threats and dangers to the stability of what we believe to be 
culture and society in the United Kingdom. …  

 

col 336  Karen Bradley: The prevalence of hate crime is not on an upward trend. 
According to the crime survey, prevalence is on a stable if not downward trend, 
depending on the type of hate crime, but we see more of certain types of hate crime and 
there is more reporting of it. …  
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-
29/debates/16062966000002/HateCrime  
 
Hate Crime (House of Lords) 
col 1579  The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Department for Transport 
and Home Office (Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon): [read the statement made by Karen 
Bradley in the House of Commons] 

 

col 1581  Lord Rosser: … It is a small minority of people who seek to use a time like this 
to peddle hatred and violence—but if you are on the receiving end of such hatred and 
violence, it does not feel like a small minority. …  

 

col 1583  Lord Paddick: … To what extent does the Minister share my concern that 
these developments are a worrying reflection of a change in the culture of this country—a 
shift, of whatever magnitude, away from being an open and tolerant society that 
welcomes diversity? What will the Government do about it? It is not just about reporting 
investigations into hate crimes, treating the symptoms, but about treating the causes. … 

 

col 1584  Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: … We must ensure a level of integration in 
which, not only can someone from any culture, community or faith feel that their identity 
is protected, but they are also protected through mutual respect of one another’s right to 
belong to whichever faith or community they choose. …  
We have also seen a much higher take-up in the reporting of hate crime, particularly 
within the Muslim community, and that is a positive development. People know that they 
can report hate crime; the fear of reporting it is often forgotten. …  
As noble Lords will be aware, we work very closely with the Community Security Trust to 
protect of places of worship—synagogues—and schools within the Jewish community. 
The Government have now announced funding to protect other places of worship that 
are coming under attack or are being targeted by extreme right-wing groups, particularly 
mosques. We have seen instances of gurdwaras being attacked, sometimes due to the 
sheer ignorance of attackers thinking they are mosques. … we have to overcome the 
kind of prejudices whereby, for example, if the noble Lord, Lord Singh, and I were 
walking down the street, he may be perceived, because of his attire, by an ignorant 
person as a Muslim while I may not. Those are the kind of ignorant attitudes we must 
address. …  

 

col 1589  Baroness Deech: … Sadly, as many of us know, there have been a growing 
number of attacks for decades on Muslims, for which Tell MAMA can provide the 
statistics, and on Jews. The Community Security Trust too, of which I am a patron, has 
statistics. Unfortunately, they spike when there is an incident such as Gaza, but I do not 
want to go there now. We must ask ourselves: whence comes this racism, which has 
gone on for so very long? It is not a new phenomenon from last week …  

 

col 1588  Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: … I commend the work of organisations such as 
the CST for the Jewish community and of Tell MAMA in the reporting that it provides 
within the Muslim community. Our faith communities are central and pivotal in helping us 
to find and determine some of the solutions for the kind of integration that we want to 
see. …  

 

col 1589  Baroness Hussein-Ece:  …  Hate  crime   is   taking   place   in   schools   and  
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062966000002/HateCrime
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062966000002/HateCrime
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workplaces. Children are being told to go home. Is the Secretary of State in touch with 
schools, notifying head teachers and giving support to make sure that such behaviour is 
not tolerated and that children should not be attacked in this way? Also, I have heard 
reports of people in their workplaces being told to go home, to get back to their country, 
and of employers turning a blind eye. …  
https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2016-06-29/debates/16062974000418/HateCrime  
 
 

Scottish Parliament Motion 

S5M-00613 Jackson Carlaw: Friends of Lubavitch Scotland Toast Her Majesty 
The Queen—That the Parliament notes the celebration of Her Majesty The Queen's 
90th birthday by Friends of Lubavitch Scotland; understands that over 100 people 
packed into Eastwood House in Giffnock to raise a glass and celebrate Her Majesty's 
birthday; believes that the event allowed people to come together to share snippets 
of information and stories about Her Majesty The Queen and the Royal Family; thanks 
Dr Steven Kayne for chairing and Friends of Lubavitch Scotland for 
organising; acknowledges that the immediate past president of the 
Jewish Representative Council, Paul Morron, was awarded the Lubavitch Chessed 
Award and a silver kiddish becher for his community service on behalf of the Jewish 
community; congratulates Paul on his award, which follows lengthy service on behalf of 
the Jewish community in Eastwood and beyond, and looks forward to an even bigger 
attendance for Her Majesty's 91st birthday. 
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&R
eferenceNumbers=S5M-00613&ResultsPerPage=10 
 
 

Welsh Government 

“Racism has absolutely no place in Wales” says First Minister Carwyn Jones 
… The First Minister of Wales said: “I am shocked and appalled by the increase in racial 
tensions and verbal abuse towards people from ethnic minority communities during the 
past week. We will not stand for any form of racism in Wales and we will tackle this 
unacceptable behaviour head on. 
“While I have been disgusted by the racial abuse endured by some, I have also been 
heartened by the public outpouring of support and gratitude for ethnic communities living 
in Wales. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://gov.wales/newsroom/firstminister/2016/58393858/?lang=en  
 
 

Labour Party 

The Shami Chakrabarti Inquiry Report 
http://www.labour.org.uk/page/-/party-documents/ChakrabartiInquiry.pdf  
 
Jeremy Corbyn speech at the launch of the Chakrabarti report 
… “The Justice Secretary Michael Gove compared pro-Remain economists to Nazi 
collaborators, a startling example of the way in which the Nazi regime and the Holocaust 
can be minimized, trivialized or even forgotten by ill-judged comparisons. …  
Under my leadership, the Labour Party will not allow hateful language or debate, in 
person, online or anywhere else.  We will aim to set the gold standard, not just for anti-
racism, but for a genuinely welcoming environment for all communities and for the right to 
disagreement as well. 
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2016-06-29/debates/16062974000418/HateCrime
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5M-00613&ResultsPerPage=10
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5M-00613&ResultsPerPage=10
http://gov.wales/newsroom/firstminister/2016/58393858/?lang=en
http://www.labour.org.uk/page/-/party-documents/ChakrabartiInquiry.pdf
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Racism is racism is racism. There is no hierarchy - no acceptable form of it. I have 
always fought it in all its forms and I always will. But while we respond to hate with 
universal principles we must also remember people’s particular experience, if we are too 
ensure that not one person feels vulnerable or excluded from their natural political home. 
The Jewish community has made an enormous contribution to our Party and our country 
– Jewish people have been at the heart of progressive and radical politics in Britain, as 
elsewhere, for well over a century. 
But they are also a minority amongst minorities and have had good cause to feel 
vulnerable and even threatened throughout history. This should never happen by 
accident or design in our Labour Party. Modern antisemitism may not always be about 
overt violence and persecution, though there is too much of that even to this day. We 
must also be vigilant against subtler and invidious manifestations of this nasty ancient 
hatred and avoid slipping into its traps by accident or intent. 
“For the avoidance of doubt, I do not believe in name calling and I never have. “Zio” is a 
vile epithet that follows in a long line of earlier such terms that have no place in our Party. 
Nor should anyone indulge in the kind of stereotyping that can cause such hurt and harm. 
To assume that a Jewish friend or fellow member is wealthy, part of some kind of 
financial or media conspiracy, or takes a particular position on politics in general, or on 
Israel and Palestine in particular, is just wrong. 
“Our Jewish friends are no more responsible for the actions of Israel or the Netanyahu 
Government than our Muslim friends are for those of various self-styled Islamic states or 
organisations. Nor should Muslims be regarded as sexist, antisemitic or otherwise 
suspect, as has become an ugly Islamophobic norm. We judge people on their individual 
values and actions, not en masse. 
No one should be expected either to condemn or defend the actions of foreign powers on 
account of their faith or race. At the same time, we should have the sensitivity to 
understand how upset many Labour party members and supporters are likely to feel 
about various human rights abuses around the world. …  
I will continue - as Labour Leader - to pursue the causes of peace and justice in Israel-
Palestine, the wider Middle East and all over the world. But those who claim to do so with 
hateful or inflammatory language do no service to anyone, especially dispossessed and 
oppressed people in need of better advocacy. …  
Of course we as Labour Party members must all be free to criticise and oppose injustice 
and abuse wherever we find it. But as today’s Report recommends, can we please leave 
Hitler and Nazi metaphors alone (especially in the context of Israel). Why? Because the 
Shoah is still in people’s family experience. If every human rights atrocity is described as 
a Holocaust, Hitler’s attempted obliteration of the Jewish people is diminished or de-
recognised in our history. …  
… not being racist and not being hateful is not enough for our Party to be the inclusive 
and vibrant political movement that Britain so sorely needs. If we are to unite and lead 
our country we must be the most welcoming and empowering place in which our diverse 
communities can prosper. … 
To read the full transcript see 
http://press.labour.org.uk/post/146699060664/jeremy-corbyn-speech-at-the-launch-of-the  
 

TOP 
 

 
 

Israel 

House of Commons Oral Answers 

Palestinian-Israeli Co-existence Projects 
Stephen Metcalfe: 5.  What  support  her  Department  provides   to  projects   facilitating  
 

http://press.labour.org.uk/post/146699060664/jeremy-corbyn-speech-at-the-launch-of-the
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peaceful co-existence between Palestinians and Israelis. [905512] 
The Minister of State, Department for International Development (Sir 
Desmond Swayne): We support projects that bring Palestinians and Israelis 
together, to which end we have made provision for funding through our conflict, 
security and stability fund to support co-existence projects, but I am keen to 
identify what more we can do. 

Stephen Metcalfe: As I am asking my question in slot No. 5, which would have been 
taken by Jo Cox, may I, too, add my tribute to her excellent work in this area? Why do my 
right hon. Friend and his Department think that it is a good use of taxpayers’ money to 
continue to support the Palestinian Authority? 

Desmond Swayne: I agree with my hon. Friend about Jo Cox. The reason why 
we think it is a good idea to support the Palestinian Authority is that they deliver 
essential public services, not least healthcare and the education of 770,000 
pupils. I believe that it is in our national interest to build up Palestinian institutions 
so that in a future Palestinian state, they can be reliable and effective partners for 
peace. 

Richard Burden: I endorse the tributes that have been made to the work of Jo Cox for 
peace and justice in Israel and Palestine. Will the Minister join me in recognising the 
contribution to peaceful co-existence of Israelis who speak uncomfortable truths, whether 
that be the Mayor of Tel Aviv speaking out against occupation, the veterans of Breaking 
the Silence speaking out against the reality of occupation, or Peace Now mapping 
settlements that are undermining the chances of a two-state solution? 

Desmond Swayne: Yes, and I am concerned about any potential closing of space 
for non-governmental organisations. 

Bob Blackman: Has my right hon. Friend examined Save a Child’s Heart, an initiative by 
the Israeli Government to treat Palestinian children and save their lives? 

Desmond Swayne: Yes, I hosted a delegation of Members from across the 
House who brought this excellent organisation to my attention recently, and my 
officials are conducting due diligence. … 

Andy Slaughter: T3. Given what the Overseas Development Institute has called the 
misrepresentation of its recent report on state-building grant to Palestine, will the 
Secretary of State take this opportunity to confirm that UK aid to the Palestinian Authority 
is for wholly legitimate purposes and is essential to peace-building in the 
region? [905525] 

Justine Greening: I believe the hon. Gentleman is right in his assertion. Indeed, 
as my right hon. Friend the Minister of State has just set out, the work we are 
doing is helping to provide not only health facilities for people in that area but, 
critically, education for children who so badly need it. [Interruption.] 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-
29/debates/16062964000015/Palestinian-IsraeliCo-ExistenceProjects  
 
 

United Nations 

Two-State Solution Only Way to Meet National Aspirations of Both Peoples, 
Secretary-General Tells Conference on Israeli-Palestinian Peace 
… Israel’s settlement enterprise, illegal under international law, continues to expand in 
the West Bank including East Jerusalem, undermining trust and constituting a significant 
threat to a viable Palestinian State.  The continued designation of land in Area C for 
exclusive Israeli use; the steady expansion of settlements; the legalization of outposts; 
and the alarming spike in demolitions in 2016 are systematically jeopardizing the viability 
of a future Palestinian State and raise serious concerns about Israel’s commitment to the 
two-State vision. 
Violence,  and the  incitement  that  fuels it,  also presents  a major  obstacle to rebuilding  
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062964000015/Palestinian-IsraeliCo-ExistenceProjects
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-06-29/debates/16062964000015/Palestinian-IsraeliCo-ExistenceProjects
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trust and restoring faith in a negotiated solution.  There can be no justification for 
terrorism, nor for the glorification of those who commit such heinous acts.  Palestinian 
leadership must live up to its responsibility to speak clearly and act firmly against 
violence and incitement. 
Israelis and Palestinians alike are entitled to live in security — free from constant fear 
and threats.  I am encouraged by the reduction in attacks against Israelis over the past 
few months.  Israel must calibrate its response to avoid unnecessarily harming civilians, 
in accordance with its obligations under international law. 
Turning to Gaza: the situation there is untenable.  Nine years of closures and three 
rounds of hostilities between Israel and militant groups operating from Gaza have 
exacerbated the vast humanitarian challenges.  Most Palestinians in Gaza need 
international humanitarian aid in the face of crises in housing, electricity and water, and a 
lack of sustainable development. …  
To read the full press release see 
http://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm17892.doc.htm  

TOP 
 

 
 

 

Other Relevant Information 

Tell MAMA 

The Geography of anti-Muslim hatred: Tell MAMA Annual Report 2015 
http://tellmamauk.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/tell_mama_2015_annual_report.pdf  
 
 

Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights  

OSCE/ODIHR Director concerned about reported rise of hate incidents in the 
United Kingdom, supports calls for tolerance in a challenging time 
Michael Georg Link, Director of the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human 
Rights (ODIHR), expressed his concern following the rise in hate incidents reported to 
the police in the United Kingdom following the 23 June referendum vote to leave the 
European Union. 
"These manifestations of hate and intolerance have a negative impact on the whole of 
British society, undermining the security of minority and immigrant communities. The 
current political climate in the United Kingdom provides absolutely no justification for 
racism and xenophobia," … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.osce.org/odihr/249776  

TOP 
 

 
 

Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Service (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  

 
 

http://www.un.org/press/en/2016/sgsm17892.doc.htm
http://tellmamauk.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/tell_mama_2015_annual_report.pdf
http://www.osce.org/odihr/249776
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html
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Assisted Dying Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/assisteddying.html  

 
** Cultural Property (Armed Conflicts) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/culturalpropertyarmedconflicts.html 
 

Committee Stage, House of Lords 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2016-06-
28/debates/16062859000380/CulturalProperty(ArmedConflicts)Bill(HL)  
 

Notice of amendments 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/lbill/2016-2017/0003/17003-I(a).pdf  

 
Lobbying (Transparency) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/lobbyingtransparency.html 

 
Wales Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/wales.html 

TOP 
 

 
 

Consultations    ** new or updated today 

Sharia Councils (closing date 20 July 2016) 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/home-
affairs-committee/news-parliament-2015/160623-new-inquiry-sharia-councils/  
 
 

Draft Strategic Police Priorities for Scotland (closing date 16 August 2016) 
https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/police-division/strategic-police-
priorities/user_uploads/430839_consultation_p2--2-.pdf 
 
The rise of anti-Semitism (closing date not yet announced) 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/home-affairs-
committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/inquiry2/ 

TOP 
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